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Paclitaxel is a commonly used chemotherapeutic agent with a broad spectrum of activity against cancers in humans. In

1992, paclitaxel was approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) as Taxol� for use in advanced ovarian

cancer. Two years later, it was approved for the treatment of metastatic breast cancer. Paclitaxel was originally isolated from

the bark of the Pacific yew tree, Taxus brevifolia in 1971. Taxanes are a family of microtubule inhibitors. As a member of

this family, paclitaxel suppresses spindle microtubule dynamics. This activity results in the blockage of the metaphase-ana-

phase transitions, and ultimately in the inhibition of mitosis, and induction of apoptosis in a wide spectrum of cancer cells.

Additional anticancer activities of paclitaxel have been defined that are independent of these effects on the microtubules and

may include the suppression of cell proliferation as well as antiangiogenic effects. Based on its targeting of a fundamental fea-

ture of the cancer phenotype, the mitotic complex, it is not surprising that paclitaxel has been found to be active in a wide

variety of cancers in humans. This review summarizes the evidence in support of paclitaxel’s broad anticancer activity and

introduces the rationale for, and the progress in development of novel formulations of paclitaxel that may preferentially tar-

get cancers and that are not associated with the risks for hypersensitivity in dogs. Of note, a novel nanoparticle formulation

of paclitaxel that substantially limits hypersensitivity was recently given conditional approval by the FDA Center for Veteri-

nary Medicine for use in dogs with resectable and nonresectable squamous cell carcinoma and nonresectable stage III, IV

and V mammary carcinoma.
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Isolation and Mechanism of Action of Paclitaxel

Paclitaxel, the prototype of the taxane class of chemo-
therapeutics, was originally isolated from the bark of

the Pacific yew tree as part of a National Cancer Institute
screen of plants and natural products with putative
anticancer activity that occurred during the 1960s.1–3 The
development history for paclitaxel and the emergence of
a detailed understanding of its molecular mechanisms
have been recently summarized and reviewed elsewhere.1

The primary mechanism of action of paclitaxel is the
suppression of microtubule spindle dynamics.4 This
results in the blockage of metaphase-anaphase transi-
tions, and ultimately the inhibition of mitosis and
induction of apoptosis. Unlike other microtubule dis-
rupting drugs (eg, the vinca alkaloids), paclitaxel specifi-
cally stabilizes microtubules by binding to the polymeric
tubulin, thereby preventing tubulin disassembly
(Fig 1).5 The broad-spectrum activity of paclitaxel was
predicted by this mechanism of action (ie, control of

cell proliferation and DNA repair),6,7 which targets the
very basic elements of the cancer phenotype.

Pharmacology and Mechanisms of Resistance

Paclitaxel has been studied and used extensively in
several species including rodents, dogs, nonhuman pri-
mates, and humans.8 The pharmacology of paclitaxel is
similar among most species; clearance occurs primarily
by nonrenal routes with hepatic metabolites excreted in
feces.9 Despite primary hepatic metabolism, no greater
risk of toxicity is observed in human patients with liver
dysfunction provided their serum bilirubin concentra-
tion is <29 the upper reference limit.10

The mechanisms of cancer resistance to the taxanes
primarily involve modifications to their cellular target,
tubulin. Such modifications include mutations, tubulin
isotype selection, and post-translational alterations in
tubulin and associated regulatory proteins.11,12 In vitro
studies have also identified paclitaxel-mediated upregu-
lation of the MDR1 gene in cell lines as a possible
mechanism for resistance, and paclitaxel is a substrate
for ABC-transporter cellular drug efflux pumps.13 It
remains unclear if and how drug efflux proteins contrib-
ute to clinical cancer resistance to paclitaxel.13

Paclitaxel’s Broad Spectrum of Activity in
Human Cancer

Paclitaxel is one of the most widely used cancer ther-
apeutic agents in human patients with broad activity in
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several cancer histologies ranging from the sarcomas to
several epithelial cancers and melanoma (Table 1). Spe-
cifically, paclitaxel is active in breast cancer, endome-
trial cancer, nonsmall-cell lung cancer, bladder cancer,
and cervical carcinoma.7 Combinations of paclitaxel
with other cytotoxic agents have also been explored and
it has been found to be a useful addition that has
enhanced efficacy14; most notably combinations of pac-
litaxel with doxorubicin in breast cancer, and with cis-
platin and carboplatin for lung cancer.15 Paclitaxel,
based primarily on its propensity to arrest cancer cells
in the G2/M phase of the cell cycle, has also been used
as a radio-sensitizer in several cancers including head
and neck carcinoma.16 The activity of paclitaxel was
reported in the context of an early phase case series that
included 25 dogs with a variety of cancer histologies
and accordingly should be cautiously interpreted as evi-
dence of efficacy. Specifically, partial responses were
seen in 5 dogs from this case series, including 2 dogs
with osteosarcoma, 2 dogs with mammary carcinoma
and a single dog with malignant history of histiocytosis.

Paclitaxel is active as a first-line (adjuvant) treatment
for breast cancer. Phase 3 trials have demonstrated a
clear survival advantage for women receiving adjuvant
(postsurgical) paclitaxel-anthracycline combination pro-
tocols compared to similar patients receiving nonpaclit-
axel anthracycline-based protocols.15,17,18 Interestingly,
the paclitaxel benefit is greatest in patients with more
aggressive, hormone receptor-negative tumors.19 Fur-
thermore, paclitaxel is also active as a second line agent
in breast cancer, with response rates that range from 30
to 57% depending on the stage of the disease.20–22

Common adverse events predicted by the mechanism of

action of paclitaxel include nausea and vomiting, loss of
appetite, and myelosuppression (specifically neutropenia
and thrombocytopenia).23 In addition to these expected
adverse effects that are directly related to the mechanism
of action of paclitaxel and its effects on rapidly dividing

Table 1. The Taxanes are a widely active chemother-
apy class with demonstrated broad-spectrum activity in
many human cancer types.

Cancers of Humans

and Settings in

Which the Taxane

Class is Active Nature of Evidence

Description of Use

and Effectiveness

Breast Cancer Phase III studies-

single agent

adjuvant

Improved overall

survival (HR 0.83;

0.74–0.86)46

Lung Cancer Phase III studies-

single agent

adjuvant

Improved survival

alone and in

combination with

platinum

chemotherapy47

Prostate Cancer Phase III studies-

single agent

adjuvant

Single agent activity

in hormone

resistant prostate

cancer and

improved survival

as an adjuvant to

surgery48

Pancreatic Cancer Phase III studies-

combined with

gemcitabine

Front-line option in

metastatic patients

and adjuvant

treatment alone

and with

gemcitabine49

Ovarian Cancer Phase III studies-

single agent

adjuvant

Response rates

20–48%50

Bladder Cancer Phase II studies Single agent overall

disease control

rate 18%50

Endometrial

Cancer

Phase I studies-in

platinum resistant

endometrial cancer

Single agent

response rate

86%, including

platinum resistant

patients51

Squamous Cell

Carcinoma

Phase II studies Single agent

response rates 66–
96%: benefit seen

when combined

with

bevacizumab52

Melanoma Phase II studies 6-month PFS 29%:

response rate

0–14%34

Soft Tissues

Sarcoma and

Kaposi Sarcoma

Phase II studies Single agent

response rate of

14.3%53

Lymphoma Phase II studies-

single agent

Combined with

vinorelbine,

etoposide with

cisplatin (vtepa)

response

rate 33%54

Fig 1. The mature microtubule is assembled from tubulin subun-

its. The microtubule exists in a dynamic state where tubulin su-

bunits are added (assembly) and removed (disassembly) from the

mature microtubule. The result can be growth, shortening in one

or both directions, or a state referred to as dynamic instability or

treadmilling. These dynamic states, and the multiple functions for

microtubules in eukaryotic cells predict that the microtubule

would be a valuable cellular target when the microtuble is growing

and after it has matured.
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cells, paclitaxel is also recognized to be associated with
neurotoxicity in humans. It is unclear whether this neuro-
toxicity is the result of the drug’s effect on microtubule
stabilization, or if alternative mechanisms for axonal
degeneration may be involved. Regardless of the mecha-
nism, paclitaxel exposure results in neuronal damage and
the clinical observation of peripheral neuropathy. This
peripheral neuropathy is more influenced by the paclit-
axel schedule than the dosage, and occurs in 4–16% of
treated human patients.24 Neurotoxicity associated with
paclitaxel exposures has not been observed in dogs. It is,
however, reasonable that as the duration of exposures
increases, such neuropathies may become evident. The
absence of clinical neuropathy in dogs is not surprising
given the difficulty in defining peripheral neuropathy
using clinical assessment alone.

Because of the low aqueous solubility of paclitaxel,
Taxol� formulations include Cremophor� EL (poly-
oxyethylated castor oil) and ethanol as an excipient.
Such formulations overcome poor solubilization of pac-
litaxel for parenteral use. However, Cremophor�-
induced complement activation is believed to be the
cause of common hypersensitivity reactions related to
Taxol� use in humans and other species.25,26

Cremophor� formulations are especially troublesome
in dogs and are associated with a high incidence of
hypersensitivity reactions. In 1 study, of 36 dogs with
cancer receiving Taxol�, 64% developed substantial
hypersensitivity reactions despite premedication with
antihistamines and corticosteroids.27 Because Taxol� is
contraindicated in human patients with a history of past
Taxol� hypersensitivity reactions, by standards used in
humans Taxol� would be contraindicated in most
dogs.25,28 In addition to these Cremophor�-associated
hypersensitivy reactions, paclitaxel’s use in dogs was
associated with expected toxicities based on its mecha-
nism of action. These included neutropenia and other
signs of myelosuppression as well as gastroenteritis. The
brevity of exposures in dogs in published studies to
date likely explains why the chronic neurotoxicities seen
in human patients have not been observed in dogs thus
far.

Novel Paclitaxel Formulations

The promising activity of Taxol� alone and in com-
bination with other cancer treatments in such a wide
spectrum of cancer histologies has led to interest in
the development of alternative (ie, nonCremophor�)
formulations designed to decrease or eliminate hyper-
sensitivity reactions, thereby increasing the therapeutic
index of this drug class.26,29 Most alternative formula-
tions focus on enhanced water solubility (ie, safer
excipients), tumor-targeting properties, drug biodistri-
bution, and more practical extraction or synthesis
(Fig 2).

Historically, alternative formulations were developed
as a means to decrease the difficulty with extraction and
purification of paclitaxel from its natural source.
Indeed, Taxotere� (docetaxel), is a semisynthetic form
of paclitaxel, that avoids these issues while maintaining

a similarly broad spectrum of activity in cancers of
humans.30

Examples of recently developed alternative formula-
tions of paclitaxel that are noncremophorylated and
may preferentially target tumors include:

● Abraxane�: Paclitaxel that is bound to human
albumin. Abraxane is associated with a decreased
rate of hypersensitivity and may be associated
with increased intratumoral uptake. Abraxane has
been proven to be active in advanced and meta-
static prostate cancer and is approved as mono-
therapy in metastatic breast cancer.31 The
inclusion of human albumin results in this formu-
lation being less acceptable for use in dogs.

● Taxoprexin� is a prodrug of paclitaxel bound to
the fatty acid, docosahexaenoic acid. Fatty acid
cleavage occurs slowly within tumor tissues with
the desired outcome of sustained tumor accumula-
tion.32,33 Phase II studies have demonstrated
favorable results with this new paclitaxel formula-
tion in human patients with lung melanoma and
other cancers.34

● Paclical� poliglumex: Paclitaxel conjugated to
poly-(L-glutamic acid). This compound similarly
results in drug accumulation in tumor and tumor
vasculature.35 Phase II studies in nonsmall cell
lung cancer, ovarian, and breast cancers are
underway with encouraging early results.36

● ANG1005: Paclitaxel linked to angiopep-2 (brain
peptide vector). This formulation allows paclitaxel
to be transported across the blood brain barrier
and to decrease active cellular efflux by evading
the P-glycoprotein (Pgp) transport efflux pump.37

This ultimately results in higher drug concentra-
tions within the brain parenchyma after systemic
delivery and a decrease in Pgp-mediated resis-
tance.

● Paccal� is a novel, Cremophor�-free formulation
of paclitaxel. The key component of this new for-
mulation is the use of a novel excipient composed
of a surfactant-based derivative of retinoic acid
(XR-17) that results in a nanoparticle micellar
preparation (Fig 2) with high water solubility that
eliminates the need for Cremophor�.38 This
Cremophor�-free formulation avoids the serious
hypersensitivity issues observed with Taxol� and
other cremophorylated taxane formulations. In
addition, the nanoparticle formulation is of a size
(20–40 nm diameter) that may take advantage of
the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR)
effect.39 The EPR effect occurs when the nano-
sized macromolecules evade renal clearance result-
ing in prolonged elimination half-lives and exploit
leaky tumor vasculature, which may result in
selective and specific extravasation and accumula-
tion within the tumor tissues. Although the size
and molecular characteristics of Paccal� predict it
to be a formulation that would yield the EPR
effect, there are insufficient data to confirm the
EPR effect with this specific agent.
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● Other nanoparticulate or liposomal Cremophor�

free formulations of paclitaxel have been the sub-
ject of early preclinical pharmacokinetic (PK)
studies, dose-finding investigations, or both in
normal laboratory dogs, but their use in tumor-
bearing client-owned dogs has not, as of yet, been
reported. These include CTI 52010, a nanoparticu-
late paclitaxel evaluated in a small intracohort
phase I dose-finding study in normal dogs.40

MTC-220, a conjugate of paclitaxel and the immu-
nomodulatory analog of muramyl dipeptide has
been evaluated in a small number of laboratory
beagle dogs to establish PK properties.41 Lipo-
somes composed of Tween-80/HSPC/cholesterol
and paclitaxel were evaluated in a small number of
normal dogs for their PK and lung-targeting prop-
erties42 and Lipusu�, another paclitaxel liposome,
has been evaluated in laboratory dogs.43

Preclinical Development of Paccal Vet
�

In repeat dosing studies in rats, no systemic toxicities
were seen after the administration of the novel excipient
(XR-17) of Paclical�. A preclinical study showed that
rats could tolerate higher doses of Paclical� compared
to Taxol�. As predicted by the novel Cremaphor�-free
formulation, the safety profile for Paclical� was favor-
able in several animal species and in the recently com-
pleted early trials in humans.27,44 In rats, Paclical� was
found to have no unique organ toxicities when directly
compared to Taxol�. Expected toxicities included bone

marrow atrophy, lymphoid atrophy, and degenerative
changes in the male genital tract and mammary gland.
The occurrence of acute toxicity is decreased when com-
paring the results of the studies using Paccal� with
those using Taxol�. Pharmacokinetic assessment dem-
onstrated a rapid distribution of paclitaxel to the tis-
sues. More importantly, no hypersensitivity reactions
were observed and no unexpected adverse effects were
noted after repeated administration of Paclical�.

Clinical Development of Paccal Vet
�
for Dogs

with Cancer

Based on the safety profile of Paclical� in other spe-
cies and its Cremophor�-free formulation, studies of an
identical formulation of Paclical� called Paccal Vet�

were initiated. An initial Phase I/II study was per-
formed to investigate the tolerability of Paccal Vet� in
dogs with solid tumors.38 In a rapid dose escalation
study design, Paccal Vet� was well tolerated at a dosage
of up to 150 mg/m2.38 In this population of dogs, the
most common adverse events included transient neutro-
penia, inappetence, and mild vomiting and diarrhea.
Pharmacokinetic studies identified a rapid tissue distri-
bution of paclitaxel. The elimination half-life was 3
hours (median). One dog experienced a mild hypersensi-
tivity reaction in this study.

Results from this phase I/II study of Paccal Vet� led
to a multi-center European, open label, single-arm
study of Paccal Vet� to determine the efficacy and
safety in dogs with grade II or III mast cell tumors.45

A
B

Fig 2. Recently developed novel formulations of paclitaxel have the desired goals to increase tumor uptake, and to alter pharmacokinetics

and biodistribution so as to collectively improve the therapeutic index. These formulations often take advantage of nanoparticle delivery

and (A) the associated enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect. The EPR effect occurs when nano-sized (20–40 nm) molecules

evade renal clearance resulting in prolonged elimination half-lives so as to exploit leaky tumor vasculature, which results in selective and

specific extravasation and passive accumulation of drug within tumor tissues. A critical additional advantage of novel paclitaxel formula-

tions is to be cremophor-free which (B) avoids the hypersensitivity reactions associated with Taxol� use. As an example of such novel for-

mulations, Paccal Vet-CA1� includes a retinoic acid excipient (XR-17) which allows water solubilization of paclitaxel in a nanomolecular

particulate formulation.
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The study resulted in the accrual of 29 dogs with mast
cell tumors. Paccal Vet� was given as an infusion at a
dosage of 150 mg/m2 every 3 weeks for 3 treatment
cycles. No unexpected adverse effects were seen in this
phase II study in dogs. These data prompted the
launch of an international, multi-center, randomized,
controlled, Phase III study to determine the efficacy
and safety of Paccal Vet� compared with lomustine
(CeeNU�) in dogs with grade II and III mast cell
tumors.44 In the 169 dogs that received Paccal Vet� as
part of this study, the adverse event profile observed
was similar to that of most currently used cytotoxic
chemotherapy agents in veterinary oncology. Therefore,
standard clinical management practices did not require
modification when using Paccal Vet�. The majority of
adverse events attributed to Paccal� were transient and
clinically manageable. No unexpected adverse events
with a VCOG score of 3 or greater were observed. The
most common adverse events, with a VCOG score of 3
or greater included neutropenia (73%); emesis (20%),
and anorexia (10%). A full description of the observed
adverse events are included in a recent manuscript. The
reader is referred to the original manuscript for a com-
plete and tabular listing of the adverse events observed
in this randomized trial.44 Importantly, replacement of
the Cremophor� excipient with the much safer excipi-
ent (XR-17) was a clear benefit because hypersensitivity
reactions were significantly decreased.

As predicted by paclitaxel’s mechanism of action
(which targets the very basic elements of the cancer
phenotype) and its broad spectrum of activity in human
patients, Paccal Vet� likely will be active against a
number of veterinary cancer histologies. This recogni-
tion contributed to the conditional approval of Paccal
Vet-CA1� in dogs with nonresectable grade III, IV and
V mammary tumors and dogs with resectable and non-
resectable squamous cell carcinoma. The ‘-CA1’ suffix
designates Food and Drug Administration (FDA) con-
ditional approval status. The actual benefit of the drug
in these and other veterinary cancers remains unclear.
Conditional approval allows the sponsor of a new drug
to make a drug available to the market before collec-
tion of all effectiveness data but after proving the drug
is safe in accordance with the full FDA approval stan-
dard and showing that there is reasonable expectation
of effectiveness. The reader is directed to the FDA web-
site defining conditional approval as set forth in the
Minor Use and Minor Species Animal Health Act of
2004 (http://www.fda.gov/AnimalVeterinary/Develop-
mentApprovalProcess/MinorUseMinorSpecies/ucm2007
133.htm). Under conditional approval, Paccal� may be
marketed and used to treat animals that strictly meet
the approved label, that is, the treatment of dogs with
resectable and nonresectable squamous cell carcinoma
and nonresectable stage III–V mammary tumors that
have not received previous chemotherapy or radiother-
apy. Importantly, it is a violation of federal (USA) law
to use conditionally approved drugs other than as direc-
ted in the labeling. Discussion of data, whether pub-
lished or otherwise, that extends beyond the conditional
approval label, may be considered by regulatory groups

to be inappropriate. As such, further discussion in this
manuscript of Paccal�’s use on cancers, whether pub-
lished or not, that do not fall under this conditionally
approved label has been limited. We nonetheless recog-
nize the reasonable interest of the oncology community
in these published studies,38,44,45 that include early
phase studies in several cancer types, and more promi-
nent later phase randomized studies in dogs with mast
cell tumors. Briefly, the activity of Paccal� in dogs with
a variety of measurable cancers in early phase studies
was demonstrated and may be considered to be reason-
able evidence of its expected activity in a variety of
canine cancers in dogs.38 In the clinical studies of Pac-
cal� use in mast cell tumors, the demonstrated benefit
compared to the CCNU comparator was statistically
significant for the primary endpoint of best overall
response.44 However, the magnitude of this significant
advantage may be considered to be small. Clinical trials
are now underway to define the efficacy of Paccal Vet�-
CA1 in dogs with mammary tumors and in dogs with
squamous cell carcinoma, with each population of dogs
having no previous exposure to chemotherapy or radio-
therapy.

In summary, there are now opportunities to develop
safer, more effective, and potentially tumor-targeting
paclitaxel compounds. Indeed, currently there are
investigations in humans and in laboratory and tumor-
bearing dogs underway with these agents. Current vet-
erinary preclinical trials are evaluating the pharmacoki-
netics and pharmacodynamics of these agents, whereas
1 compound with FDA conditional approval (Paccal
Vet�-CA1), is currently being investigated for its effi-
cacy in client-owned dogs with squamous cell carci-
noma and mammary carcinoma. It is hoped that safe,
effective, and fully approved paclitaxel formulations
will soon become more available to practicing veteri-
narians.
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